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Here at Project Marble we have

formed close working relationships

with many leading kitchen contractors

throughout the country; this allows for

a seamless process when selecting

your worktop.



 Eternal Noir - Silestone
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Project Marble is a second-generation family business which is set in the heart of

Mid-Ulster. We have over 30 years' experience crafting and creating bespoke

interior design solutions for worktops, surfaces and marble fireplaces throughout

Ireland and beyond. 

Our 6000 sq ft manufacturing

facility uses the latest

technologies in stone fabrication,

along with the craftmanship of our

highly skilled in-house team, which

means we have complete control

throughout the fabrication

process. 

SIMPLICITY CRAFTED 
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We pride ourselves in using the

finest quality quartz material,

which we couple with superior

customer service and integrity.

So, whether you want a classic

feel or a modern twist we will

help bring your dream kitchen

to life!    

Our Facility
You are welcome to visit our state-of-the-art marble decor showroom in

Dungannon, Co. Tyrone to view our extensive range of quartz surfaces which

have been specifically selected by our stone experts. 

What to bring to your

appointment

We recommend you bring a tile

or door sample (or both) with

you while viewing our selection

of worktops, this will allow you

to see which style and colour of

worktop will best suit your

kitchen. 
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Your kitchen is more than just an area for food preparation, it is considered the hub

of your home and with that comes more traffic and ultimately mess. But

quartz is the perfect solution; a man-made material, made with 90% of one of the

hardest natural materials - quartz and 10% binders, making it extremely hard

wearing. It is also a non-porous material, so it does not harbour bacteria and is

simple to clean. When you couple this with the fact that it is highly scratch, stain,

heat and crack resistant- you are onto a winner!

Along with the functionality benefits that quartz offers, it also leads the way in

exceptional design options, so whether you are after dark earthy tones or a

light natural feel, a quartz worktop will provide a rich and luxurious look to your

kitchen.

Why Quartz 

1. Natural Range 

Inspired by the natural design of stone

such as marble and granite, this effect

contains both light and dense patterns

to create both uniform and sporadic

textures throughout the piece.

The 4 main Project Marble quartz design ranges are:

2. Concrete Range

Pushing the boundaries of industrial

themes, our range of concrete effects

provide a bold statement to any

worktop.

Snowy Ibiza - Silestone

Rugged Concrete - Caesarstone
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25 year warranty

Highly scratch & stain resistant

Easy care & maintenance 

37 colours available

Design flexibility 

Key Quartz Benefits:

3. Classic Range 

An original quartz design which mimics

aggregated stone, giving a uniform

appearance. This design range has

lasted the test of time. 

4. Solid Range 

Using grain so fine that it gives the

appearance of a solely monotone effect

Blanco Stellar - Silestone 

Jet Black - Caesarstone

Mirror chipping is a design

feature found in three of our

colours, Blanco Stellar, Aluminio

Nube and White Shimmer.

However, you might notice an

extremely sparse glitter feature

found in other colours; this is not

considered a design feature and

would be extremely faint.     
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 *Care & maintenance for concrete design range

differs from that of a polished finish. 



The PM Select range has been developed with you at its heart. We understand the

stress that comes with designing your dream home, so we have made the process

of selecting your quartz worktop as simple as possible. 

Using our years of experience, we have put together our PM Select range, which

consists of 37 of the best colours from our two trusted partners - Silestone and

Caesarstone. These partners are two of the world leading quartz manufacturers and

specialise in the design and manufacture of premium surfaces. They push the

boundaries of innovation in terms of design and aesthetical appeal.

Our range is inspired by natural tones and contemporary finishes, allowing you to

select your perfect colour, and design range before putting the bespoke finishes

to your worktops with our selection of profiles, backsplashes, and upstands. 

Please note, other colours are available outside of our range; to view them please

visit our partners websites. 

Both partners offer the finest quality of quartz surfaces which are highly stain,

scratch and heat resistant; they will still look beautiful in years to come with

minimal daily cleaning and come with a 25 year guarantee.    

PM Select Range 

Bianco River - Silestone
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Rugged Concrete - Caesarstone
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Empira Black - Caesarstone 

Silken Pearl - Silestone 

Desert Silver - Silestone Empira White - Caesarstone
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Page No. Whites Creams Greys Blacks Browns
Design
Range 

Size 

Group 1 - £

Blanco Stellar 
Misty Carrera 
White Storm 
Blanco Maple
Raven

 
 

Silestone
Caesarstone

Silestone
Silestone

Caesarstone

12
12
12
12
12

Classic
Natural

Solid
Classic
Natural

 
 

Jumbo
Standard

Jumbo
Jumbo
Jumbo 

Group 2 - ££

Jet Black 
Aluminio Nube
Coral Clay
Intense White
Atlantic Salt 
Buttermilk
Clamshell
Nougat 
White Shimmer
Organic White

 
 

Caesarstone
Silestone
Silestone

Caesarstone
Caesarstone
Caesarstone
Caesarstone
Caesarstone
Caesarstone
Caesarstone

14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15

Solid
Classic
Natural
Classic
Natural
Natural 
Natural
Classic
Classic
Natural

 
 

Standard
Standard

Jumbo
Standard
Standard
Standard

Jumbo
Standard
Standard

Jumbo

Group 3 - £££

White Arabesque 
Silken Pearl
Miami Vena
Lagoon
Bianco River
Lusso
Snowy Ibiza
Desert Silver 

 
 

Silestone
Silestone
Silestone
Silestone
Silestone
Silestone
Silestone
Silestone

16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17

Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural

 
 

Jumbo
Jumbo
Jumbo
Jumbo

Standard
Jumbo
Jumbo
Jumbo

Group 4 - ££££

Vanilla Noir 
Bianco Drift
White Attica
London Grey

 
 

Caesarstone
Caesarstone
Caesarstone
Caesarstone

18
18
18
18

Natural
Natural
Natural
Natural

 
 

Standard
Jumbo
Jumbo
Jumbo

Group 5 - £££££

Pietra
Cloudburst Concrete
Empira White 
Eternal Statuario
Copper Mist 
Empira Black
Rugged Concrete
Turbine Grey
Eternal Calacatta Gold  

 
 

Silestone
Caesarstone 
Caesarstone

Silestone
Silestone

Caesarstone
Caesarstone
Caesarstone

Silestone

 
 

20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
21

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Natural
Concrete
Natural
Natural
Natural 
Natural

Concrete
Natural
Natural

 
 

Jumbo
Jumbo
Jumbo
Jumbo
Jumbo

Standard
Jumbo

Standard
Jumbo

Our PM Select range has been split into five price groups which offer the best
colour solutions within a certain price band. Each group has the perfect array of
colours, ensuring a suitable worktop for every budget!

Each worktop can be designed to be 20mm or 30mm thick, all products have a
polished finish except Rugged Concrete and Cloudburst Concrete.

Name Brand

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PM Select Group Index 

Brights/
Off-Whites

Our PM Select range comes in two sizes- Standard or Jumbo - the size of these slabs can be found below:
Caesarstone Standard : 3040 x 1440
Caesarstone Jumbo: 3240 x 1640

Silestone Standard : 3040 x 1410
Silestone Jumbo: 3250 x 1590

Note these are the manufacturing slab sizes, refer to experts

for finished kitchen sizes.

Colour Base 
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Group 5+ -

Eternal Noir 

 
 

Silestone 21

 
 

Natural

 
 

Jumbo

 
 
 

(POA)



Caesarstone- Mista Carrara

Blanco Maple - Silestone 

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites

Design Range: Classic

Raven - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Greys

Design Range: Natural

White Storm - Silestone 

Colour Base: Whites 

Design Range: Solid

Misty Carrera - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites

Design Range: Natural

Blanco Stellar - Silestone 

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites

Design Range: Classic / Mirror 

PM Select - Group 1 
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PM Select - Group 1 

Blanco Stellar - Silestone

White Storm - Silestone
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Jet Black - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Blacks

Design Range: Solid 

 
Coral Clay - Silestone

Colour Base: Browns

Design Range: Natural  

Aluminio Nube - Silestone

Colour Base: Greys 

Design Range: Classic / Mirror 

Intense White - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Whites

Design Range: Classic

Atlantic Salt - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Greys

Design Range: Natural

 
Buttermilk - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Creams

Design Range: Natural

Silestone - White Storm 

PM Select - Group 2 
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Organic White - Caesarstone

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites

Design Range: Natural

White Shimmer - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Whites 

Design Range: Classic / Mirror

Clamshell - Caesarstone

Colour Base: Greys

Design Range: Natural

Nougat - Caesarstone

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites

Design Range: Classic 

 

Clamshell - Caesarstone

Colour Base: Greys

Design Range: Natural

PM Select - Group 2 
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Nougat - Caesarstone

 



White Arabesque - Silestone

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites 

Design Range: Natural

Silken Pearl - Silestone

Colour Base: Creams

Design Range: Natural 

Miami Vena - Silestone 

Colour Base: Whites

Design Range: Natural 

Lagoon - Silestone 

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites 

Design Range: Natural

Bianco River - Silestone

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites

Design Range: Natural

Lusso - Silestone 

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites

Design Range: Natural

PM Select - Group 3 
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Silestone - Desert Silver

PM Select - Group 3 

Desert Silver - Silestone

Snowy Ibiza - Silestone 

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites 

Design Range: Natural

Desert Silver - Silestone

Colour Base: Greys

Design Range: Natural
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White Attica - Caesarstone

Vanilla Noir - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Blacks

Design Range: Natural

 
Bianco Drift - Caesarstone  

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites 

Design Range: Natural

 London Grey - Caesarstone

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites 

Design Range: Natural

White Attica - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites 

Design Range: Natural 

PM Select - Group 4
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Bianco Drift - Caesarstone 

PM Select - Group 4
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Vanilla Noir - Caesarstone 



Pietra - Silestone

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites 

Design Range: Natural

Empira White - Caesarstone

Colour Base: Whites

Design Range: Natural 

Cloudburst Concrete - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Brights / Off-Whites 

Design Range: Concrete 

Copper Mist - Silestone

Colour Base: Browns

Design Range: Natural

Eternal Statuario - Silestone

Colour Base: Whites

Design Range: Natural 

Empira Black - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Blacks

Design Range: Natural

PM Select - Group 5
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Turbine Grey - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Greys 

Design Range: Natural 

Eternal Calacatta Gold - Silestone 

Colour Base: Whites

Design Range: Natural 

Rugged Concrete - Caesarstone 

Colour Base: Greys

Design Range: Concrete 

Eternal Noir - Silestone

Colour Base: Blacks 

Design Range: Natural

PM Select - Group 5

Eternal Calacatta Gold - Silestone
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Silestone Elegance 

Outside of Group 5. Price available on request.



 

Profiles
Our selection of profiled edges means you can create a completely bespoke finish to

your kitchen worktop. Below are the edges we have to offer:  
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Please note that not all profiles are available

for the thickness of your worktop. The table

below will outline which profile is suitable for

the thickness you have selected. 

30mm

Bevel 
Full Bullnose 
Half Bullnose 
Demi Bullnose 
Waterfall
New York 
Ogee Profile
Shark Nose
Mitred

Profile 20mm

Waterfall Profile offers a

gentle flow over the

countertop and suits a

variety of decor styles.

Half Bullnose  is like the full

bullnose edge but only rounded

at the top to give a softer

appearance.

Full Bullnose is fully rounded  

and is flattering to most

decor choices. 

Bevel Edge is our standard profile

choice and one of our most

popular. Slightly rounded edges

at the top and bottom gives this a

modern feel which can work well

with any kitchen design.

Ogee Profile provides a detailed

decorative edge giving a very

distinctive look. It works well

with large traditional kitchens.

New York Profile gives a

sophisticated look to a

kitchen worktop and is ideal

for a traditional kitchen.

Demi Bullnose is similar again to

the half bullnose, although has a

more definitive curve which extends

further back the worktop making

this edge a timeless classic. 

Shark Nose Profile is another

very distinctive look, which gives

a floating counter effect. This

works well in contemporary

kitchens. 
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Mitred Edge is created using two

slabs which are seamlessly joint

together at a 45-degree angle to

give a thicker continuous

appearance to your worktop. 

Combination Profiles- Some of our profiles and thickness can

be combined to produce an alternative profile. Get in touch

with us if this is something you want to discuss further. 



A quartz backsplash will add a sleek

modern look to your kitchen over other

alternative materials such as glass and

tile. It will provide a whole new dynamic

to your design and help to create a focal

point; it also serves as a great protection

barrier too. This area is continually

exposed to splatters from food, liquids,

and grease; therefore, our quartz

backsplashes are ideal as they require

just gentle cleaning with soap and water.

Not only this, but our quartz

backsplashes are highly resistant to high

temperatures compared to other

materials which can be used.

Backsplash 

Our standard upstands are

100mm and help to blend your

worktop to the wall. This offers

great protection behind work

surfaces and are a great

alternative to tiling. 
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Upstands  

So, not only is this the practical option but we can create a backsplash that suits

your individual style and design. We have a few choices you can select when adding

quartz behind your hob from a curved backsplash that integrates with your

worktops, or for a larger kitchen you may want to make a statement by selecting a

different backsplash from your worktop which will compliment the design and decor

of your kitchen. Our in-house design specialists are on hand to help bring your

dream designs to life.

Eternal Calacatta Gold - Silestone

Eternal Noir - Silestone



Year

Here at Project Marble, we have a few

options available to you. Your drainer

can be flat and the same level as the

rest of your worktop or it can be

recessed into the quartz whereby it is

dropped into the surface by a few

millimetres; this means any access

water will not spill onto the

surrounding surface. Flutes can also

be integrated into your drainer, which

allow the water to run towards the

sink. 

Drainers 
The sink area around your worktop is one of your most used areas, therefore you

should choose a drainer that is going to fit with the shape of your worktop and with

the design of your kitchen. 

This is customisable and you can select how many flutes you require, and we have

two design options to choose from - straight or fanned. Your drainer can also be

positioned to the left or right of your sink, depending on the design and layout of

your kitchen. 
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Windowsills 

Adding another touch of elegance to

your kitchen can be simple with the

addition of our quartz windowsills.

Not only will it match your worktop

perfectly, but it will also offer the

same easy care and maintenance that

you get with our worktops. 

For added peace of mind your PM Select worktop comes with a 25

year warranty on domestic installations. This is done through the

manufacturer directly but in conjunction with us. Your worktop

must be registered within 6 months of purchase.  



Dekton - The ultracompact
surface with endless
possibilities

Our Dekton Select range is
available to view in our showroom    



Spillages

Most spillages that come with living in your home, such as food, juice,

coffee etc. can be easily cleaned with soap, water and if need be, a mild

detergent. For more stubborn stains, gently scrape away the access

with a plastic putty or non-scratch pad and wipe with warm water and

soap. For heavier stubborn stains please refer to an expert.

It is inevitable that spillages will occur on your worktop, but the benefit of our PM

Select quartz range is that it is virtually maintenance free, its non-porous

properties mean it does not harbour any bacteria and does not require sealing. So, it

should be simple to keep your worktop looking in great condition for many years to

come.

Hot Temperatures 

While quartz is highly heat and burn resistant and much more durable

than other natural stone materials such as granite and marble.

Exposure to very high temperatures (above 150°C) may cause cracks

and scorches due to thermal shock. Therefore, we suggest that hot

pans and pots are never set directly onto your worktop.

Care & Maintenance
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Not indestructible!

Quartz is extremely hardwearing and durable, but it is worth noting

that it is not indestructible! Although, quartz is considered highly

scratch resistant, we do recommend that a chopping board is used

when preparing food to further protect the surfaces from any

scratches.

Avoid exposing your worktop to strong / harsh chemicals and solvents including:

Nail Varnish remover, permanent marker / inks, oil soaps, furniture cleaner, paint

strippers that contain trichloroethane or methylene chloride.

It is also best to avoid highly abrasive cleaners such as oven/ grill cleaners and

chemicals with high alkaline / PH Levels (higher than 11). 

If your worktop is accidentally exposed to any of these damaging products, rinse

immediately with warm water to neutralise the effect.

Once installed the sheen on your worktop has a natural lustre therefore do not use

water repellents or sealants to bring out the sheen. These sealants will provide an

artificial shine. 

Do not use bleach for maintenance, if bleach remains on the surface for more than

12 hours, the surface may lose its sheen.

It is worth noting that those worktops with a concrete design range may require

additional daily cleaning due to distinctive appearance. 



New 
brochure 
coming 

soon 

PM Select Fireplaces  
Manufacturing and supplying bespoke
marble fireplaces, 
Stockists of many top-quality stoves
and fires, 
Showroom in Dungannon, Co. Tyrone

Your stone experts  
Simplicity crafted by   



We'd love to hear from you.

For more design ideas & queries

contact us on the below: 

info@projectmarble.com

+44 (0) 28 8772 5215

www.projectmarble.com

Visit our showroom:

56 Old Ballygawley Road

Dungannon, Co. Tyrone

BT70 1TZ
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All images for illustration purposes only. Please note due to limitations of the printing process, colour reproduction may vary

slightly. Always consult Project Marble if more accurate colour matching is required. 

All information within this brochure is for information purposes only and is not binding.

SIMPLICITY
CRAFTED


